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Health Services National Partnership Forum (HSNPF)
HSNPF Mission Statement
Working Together for a Better Health Service enables a new active relationship in managing change characterised
by employee participation and consultation, the development of joint objectives, co-operation and trust and the
delivery of patient-focused quality Health Services.

HSNPF Vision Statement
The Health Services National Partnership Forum (HSNPF) will assist health agencies in the deepening of
workplace partnership to achieve the highest quality service, care and working arrangements, by continuous
improvement involving management, staff and trade unions working together.

HSNPF Common Interests Statement
HSNPF managers and trade unions have agreed a wide range of common interests for working together in
partnership, under the following headings:
◆ Developing Better Services for Patients and Service Users
◆ Creating a Better Working Environment
◆ Achieving Better Value for Money
◆ Attaining Better Management/Staff/Trade Union Relationships
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Key Achievements 2007
◆ Phases 2 and 3 of Towards 2016 Performance Verification process supported, Health Sector Reports
completed and submitted to DoH&C
◆ HSNPF involved in reviewing 2006/2007 Performance Verification process and planning 2007/2008 phase
◆ As provided for under Towards 2016, the National Implementation Body played a major role in resolving the
Nurses’ dispute
◆ Nominations received for all 32 LHO Partnership Committees; 29 commenced meetings and initiated training,
3 to commence formal work and training early 2008
◆ 38 of the 50 Acute Care Hospitals and 6 non-acute Hospitals have Partnership Committees
◆ 7 Partnership Committees operated across the ID sector and the IBTS
◆ Some 150 local partnership working groups in place across the sector
◆ HSNPF-facilitated meetings held between relevant management and union officials in each of the four HSE
Administrative Areas to plan Area Partnership Fora
◆ Meeting between HSE CEO and the Forum in January 2007. Commitment given to identify issues and
significant projects to be addressed in partnership
◆ Facilitated the ongoing work of PCCC Transformation National Partnership Working Group
◆ Partnership Forum established in HSE Dublin North-East, to facilitate and support the implementation of
Transformation 3a “A New Direction for Health Care in the North-East”.
◆ Joint HSNPF/NCPP “Hospital of the Future” project initiated
◆ Joint HSE/IMPACT Group established to develop agreed job description and governance guidelines for Local
Drugs Task Force Co-Ordinators
◆ Unions participated in first review of HSE’s “Your Service, Your Say”
◆ International Action Research Project – conference held in September 2007 in Belfast
◆ The HSNPF supported and funded 34 local projects in 2007, totalling some 3900,000
◆ HSNPF facilitators supported more than 400 other local partnership initiatives
◆ Partnership training initiatives were undertaken with PNA, ATGWU and SIPTU Health Service Professionals
◆ Measurement Guidelines and Evaluating Workplace Partnership Report published and launched
◆ Five Measurement and Evaluation Workshops held
◆ Report on partnership case studies prepared
◆ HSNPF supported 2007 HSE Achievement Awards
◆ NCI/LRC/HSNPF – Commencement of “Changing Together” Programme
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Joint Chairs’ Introduction

Matt Merrigan
Joint Chair of HSNPF
National Industrial Secretary, SIPTU

Martin McDonald
Joint Chair of HSNPF
Director of Human Resources,
HSE

2007 was marked by a number of significant

partnership had achieved at local level. Management

partnership developments, events and achievements

and trade union representatives on the Forum

across the health and social services:

acknowledged the need for positive action on an
agreed change agenda and a requirement for clear

The realignment of partnership structures with the

leadership from the social partners.

transformed HSE organisation structure was completed
in 2007 with the establishment of 32 Local Health

An early indicator of intent to deliver on this agenda

Office (LHO) Partnership Committees across the

was seen in the establishment of a High Level

Primary Community and Continuing Care (PCCC)

Health Forum, bringing together key government,

system. This complements the 42 partnership

management and trade union leaders and chaired

committees in the National Hospitals Office (NHO)

by the Secretary General of the Department of An

and voluntary hospitals system and 7 additional

Taoiseach. This body is to identify a number of major

partnership committees in other health agencies. In all,

health service initiatives, in addition to those already

some 150 partnership working groups are in place and

under way, to be developed and delivered through

delivering on local change agendas.

partnership.

In addition, and with a key co-ordinating role,

Two major industrial relations issues impacted

the development of four Area Partnership Fora

on partnership development in 2007. The

commenced in 2007, to co-ordinate and oversee

commencement of industrial action by INO and PNA

partnership work across all elements of the health

in April 2007 and the referral by the unions to the

services. Thus, HSNPF positioned itself to move into a

Labour Court and National Implementation Body

new phase of partnership activity designed to address

of an alleged breach of Towards 2016 impacted on

the many challenges presented by a transforming

relationships and on the development of partnership

health system.

working across the health system.

Professor Brendan Drumm put down an early marker

Notwithstanding the challenges, significant progress

when he addressed the Health Services National

was made at national level across a number of

Partnership Forum in January 2007. He emphasised

policy and transformation issues including PCCC

the need to emulate at national level the success that

Transformation, Office of Quality and Risk, Involvement
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of Service Users, Older Persons, Customer Complaints,
Values, Performance Verification, and Achievement
Awards. Most important of all, it is acknowledged
that local managers and staff, with their union
representatives, managed to make real improvements
in service delivery and in the workplace during the
year.
On behalf of the Forum, we extend our sincere
appreciation and thanks to the HSNPF team and to
the many partnership committees and joint working
groups for their hard work during the year. We are
confident that the partnership achievements of this
- and indeed previous years - will bring about high
quality improvements in the health service over the
next three to five years.
Martin McDonald and Matt Merrigan
Joint Chairs HSNPF
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Director’s Introduction

Larry Walsh
Director – HSNPF

In 2007 we made significant changes to the way the

to the day-to-day partnership activity about “how

HSNPF Team delivered services to managers, trade

we do our business” in the workplace, some 5,000

unions and staff across all elements of the health

staff with their managers and union representatives,

system, with a clear focus on service users’ needs.

engaged in 400 formal partnership initiatives,
facilitated by HSNPF, during the year.

Strong emphasis was placed on developing an
integrated team approach, matching delivery of HSNPF

One of our key objectives has been to develop

services with the new HSE organisation structures.

effective ways to measure and evaluate partnership

We continued to deliver a high level of flexibility

activity. We made good progress in 2007 on this

across the HSNPF Team with a renewed focus on

aspect of measurement, with two HSNPF publications

training, developing and engagement of partnership

launched in July and five measurement workshops

committees across the health services. The change

held during the year. We also developed and

has not been easy, with significant effort required to

presented a range of case study material on effective

maintain momentum as new partnership structures

partnership working and upgraded our on-line

developed.

partnership activity reporting system, ORPA.

As ever, the core of our partnership work and the

I wish to thank the Joint Chairs, Forum members,

main driver for change emanates from the dual need

partnership committee members and HSNPF Team

to improve service delivery and the quality of work-

for their commitment and excellent work throughout a

life, informed by the agreements drawn up by the

challenging year in 2007.

social partners; Towards 2016, the Health Services
Partnership Agreement and the Information and

We anticipate a demanding year in 2008, especially in

Consultation Agreement.

the light of the development of the High Level Health
Forum and we look forward to working on the agenda

This year, a number of industrial disputes occurred that

for high level change initiatives that will ensue.

slowed the pace at which partnership work progressed.
Nevertheless, the volume, complexity and quality of

Larry Walsh

work undertaken by HSNPF in 2007 continued at a

Director

high level, reflecting the changing agenda and the
interests of managers and trade unions and set out in
the HSNPF Service and Operational Plans. In addition
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Section 1
1.1 HSNPF - The Strategic Framework
The key elements of the HSNPF Service Plan are set in a strategic framework.
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The core objective of HSNPF - “Working Together for a Better Health Service”
to achieve
◆ improved quality of service for patients, clients and the public
and
◆ improved quality of worklife for staff
informed by
◆ key national strategies, agreements and legal requirements
utilising
◆ partnership structures and supports
to enhance
◆ internal and external relationships
and deliver
◆ national and local partnership initiatives, programmes and projects
enabled by
◆ supporting and integrating activities i.e.:
◇ Information, Communication and Consultation
◇ Training, Learning and Development
◇ Research, Evaluation and Measurement
Under the auspices of the Health Services National Partnership Forum, health service managers, staff and trade
unions are involved in a wide range of partnership activities across the sector.
There are a number of reasons for this level of involvement:
◆ the success of the social partnership model in Ireland in bringing about transformational change at national
level
◆ management and unions meeting their commitments under national partnership agreements
and
◆ the evidence shows that partnership is a powerful business model, meeting the needs of patients and
clients, managers, staff and trade unions in a more productive way than more conventional approaches.
The main partnership activities undertaken by the HSNPF in its 2007 Service Plan are described in this Annual
Report.

7
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1.2 Significant Events 2007
Professor Drumm’s meeting with the Forum, January 2007

Pictured at the January meeting of the Health Services National Partnership Forum were L-R:- Larry Walsh, Director HSNPF;
Matt Merrigan, National Industrial Secretary, SIPTU; Professor Brendan Drumm, CEO, HSE and Martin McDonald, National
Director of Human Resources.

Professor Brendan Drumm met the Health Services

above the service level agreements entered into.”

National Partnership Forum on 24th January 2007. In a
detailed contribution and exchange of views about the

“We must all work to achieve the three themes in the

added value that the partnership process can make

HSE Transformation Vision: easy access; confidence of

in the transformation of HSE, Professor Drumm made

the public; and staff pride.”

several key points:

“The challenges of integration of PCCC and NHO

Emphasising his deep concern for the success of

strands of activity; reorientation of hospitals; tackling

the transformation, he underlined the importance

chronic disease in the population; performance

of constructive dialogue between management and

measurement and harnessing the commitment of

unions in the health services.

our staff must be addressed with urgency. There is an
immediate need to:

He stated that it is essential that we speak well of the

◆ involve consumers directly, through, for example,

health services and that we take pride in our public

expert consumer groups

health service.

◆ engage clinicians more fully in the management
of services

“We should acknowledge the progress that has been

◆ involve all staff in driving and in evaluating the

made. Despite difficulties encountered, in 2006 we

effectiveness of change.”

have delivered an extra 4% to 5% output over and
8
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“The partnership process has an important role in

prospects for using the HSNPF as a “safe haven” for

helping to achieve this level of change. To date,

jointly addressing with the unions the major challenges

partnership is seen to have been highly successful at

in the transformation process.

local level. The challenge is in engaging in partnership
at the higher levels and in addressing the major

The unions further urged Professor Drumm to take a

elements of change.”

positive leadership role in the management approach
to partnership, to send a clear signal from the top

“One approach would be to pick significant issues for

to all managers that they should engage fully with

action and take on a number of these major change

the unions in utilising the partnership agreements -

projects in partnership.”

including the Protocol on Handling Significant Change
- to achieve progress on a wide range of agreed

Responding to Professor Drumm, Matt Merrigan,

common interests.

National Industrial Secretary SIPTU and Joint Chair
of HSNPF, acknowledged the difficult task facing the

Professor Drumm said he would engage fully in

CEO and the HSE management team. He pointed to

order to move this important agenda forward and to

the success of the partnership approach and to the

optimise the partnership input.

Members of the Health Services National Partnership Forum pictured with Professor Brendan Drumm, CEO, HSE at the January
meeting of the HSNPF.

9
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Nurses’ Dispute
On 2nd April 2007, the INO and the PNA commenced
a nationwide campaign of industrial action in pursuit
of a number of claims. Following an initiative proposed
by the Government and the Irish Congress of Trade
Unions, the unions agreed to defer their industrial
action for three weeks of intensive talks with health
service employers, under the auspices of the National
Implementation Body (NIB).
Intense efforts were made by all parties over the
three-week period but it was not possible to reach
agreement on all issues. The unions continued to
engage in partnership activities at national and local
level throughout the period.
The NIB recommended that the Labour Court, in
framing its recommendations on how the technical
analysis, local engagement and impact on the roles
and duties of other grades and professions should
be managed, should, inter alia, consider the role and
potential of the Health Services National Partnership
Forum in assisting the parties.

Alleged Breach of Towards 2016
In late 2007, the NIB considered a complaint from
the Health Staff Panel alleging that the HSE Financial
Break-even Plan promulgated on 3rd September was
in breach of the terms of Towards 2016. The NIB
recommended that the parties refer the issue to the
Labour Relations Commission and the matter was
subsequently referred to the Labour Court in October
2007.

10
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Section 2
2.1 Partnership Agreements
◆ Health Services Partnership Agreement &
Information and Consultation Agreement – A
combined version of these agreements was
published in 2007 and circulated to all Partnership
Committee

2.2 Partnership Structures
High-Level Forum on the Health Sector – In 2007
a High-Level Forum on the Health Sector - chaired
by the Secretary General of the Department of An
Taoiseach, and involving health service employers and
unions – was established to identify and agree health
service initiatives to be progressed through partnership.
Members of the Steering Group of the High-Level
Forum are:
Chair and Secretariat: Dermot McCarthy, Secretary
General, Department of An Taoiseach and Philip
Kelly, Assistant Secretary General, Department of An
Taoiseach.
Management representatives: Michael Scanlon,
Secretary General Department of Health and Children,
Professor Brendan Drumm, CEO HSE, Eddie Sullivan,
Secretary General, Public Service Management

◆	Towards 2016 and the Performance Verification
process – reporting templates for Phases 2 and
3 were sent out to health agencies in 2007. The
Health Sector Reports (Phases 2 and 3) was
compiled and signed off by the HSNPF.
◆ Phase 3 Reports from NHO, PCCC, the Dublin

and Development, Department of Finance, Martin
McDonald, Director of HR HSE
Union representatives: David Begg, General Secretary
ICTU, Peter McLoone, General Secretary IMPACT, Matt
Merrigan, National Industrial Secretary SIPTU, Liam
Doran, General Secretary INO

Academic Teaching Hospitals (DATHs) and the
National Federation of Voluntary Bodies (NFVB)

HSNPF – The HSNPF’s role in promoting, facilitating

indicated:

and supporting management-union partnership

◇ over 200 main issues were progressed
using partnership processes/committees
◇ nearly 100 new initiatives were undertaken

working and joint initiatives in the health services
continued to be important during 2007. This is possible
because of the HSNPF’s unique representation – all
health service trade unions and staff representative

through partnership where service provision

groups are members of the Forum as is the HSE,

and organisational structures have been

the Department of Health & Children, the Intellectual

reorganised and/or modernised to benefit

Disability Sector and the Voluntary Hospitals.

patients/staff
◇ more than 120 examples where staff and
trade unions participated in the examination
of delivery arrangements and cooperation
with change

11
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2.3 HSNPF Membership and Staff
The HSNPF is the joint management and trade union national steering group leading workplace partnership in the
Irish health service. It has twenty-four members – twelve senior health service managers and twelve senior officials
from the health service unions. It was established in 1999 under the terms of Partnership 2000, the national
partnership agreement in place at that time.
The HSNPF is supported in its activities by a directorate and a team of twenty-two experienced, accredited
partnership facilitators.

Back Row from left:
John Magner, Assistant National Director – Professional Education, HSE; Larry Walsh, Director HSNPF; Donal Duffy, Asst. General Secretary,IHCA;
Fintan Hourihan, Director of Industrial Relations, IMO; Martin Mc Donald, A/National Director of HR, HSE; David Hughes, Deputy General Secretary,
INO; Terry Casey, National General Secretary, MLSA; Brendan Baker, HSE Human Resources; Des Kavanagh, General Secretary, PNA;

Front Row from left:
John Bulfin, Hospital Network Manager, HSE Dublin Mid-Leinster; Nicholas Keogh, IMPACT; Brian O’Donnell, CEO, National Federation of Voluntary
Bodies; Aidan Browne, National Director PCCC, HSE; Matt Merrigan, National Industrial Secretary, SIPTU; Jack Kelly, SIPTU; Phil O’Shea,Industrial
Relations Officer, INO.

Not Pictured:
Gerard Barry, CEO, HSEEA; Joe Byrne, National Secretary, UCATT; Kevin Callinan, National Secretary, IMPACT; Bernard Carey, Director Personnel
Management & Development, DoH&C; Martin Cowley, Strategic Director, Mater Hospital; Walter Cullen, District Officer, ATGWU; Liam Duffy, CEO,
Beaumont Hospital; Ann Doherty, Director of Change Management & Organisational Development, HSE; Síle Fleming, Assisant National Director
OD&D, HSE; Joe Lennon, Head of National Communications Unit, HSE; Norah Mason, Assistant Nationl Directer ER, HSE; Tadhg O’Brien, Assistnat
National Director, Service Management, HSE; Deirdre Walsh, Principal Officer, DoH&C.
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Membership & Staff
Health Service National Partnership Forum Members
Brendan Baker *

Organisation and Development Team

HSE Human Resources

Gerard Barry

Chief Executive Officer

HSE Employers Agency

Aidan Browne *

National Director Primary Community &
Continuing Care

Health Service Executive

John Bulfin

Hospital Network Manager, HSE Dublin
Mid-Leinster

HSE National Hospitals Office

Joe Byrne

National Secretary

UCATT

Kevin Callinan

National Secretary

IMPACT

Bernard Carey

Director Personnel Management &
Development

Department of Health and
Children

Terry Casey

National General Secretary

MLSA

Martin Cowley *

Strategic Director

Mater Hospital

Walter Cullen

District Officer

ATGWU

Donal Duffy

Assistant General Secretary

IHCA

Liam Duffy

Chief Executive Officer

Beaumont Hospital

Ann Doherty *

Director of Change Management &
Organisational Development

Health Service Executive

Síle Fleming **

Assisant National Director OD&D

Health Service Executive

Fintan Hourihan

Director of Industrial Relations

IMO

David Hughes

Deputy General Secretary

INO

Des Kavanagh

General Secretary

PNA

Jack Kelly

President of Dublin Health Service Branch

SIPTU

Nicholas Keogh

Past President

IMPACT

Joe Lennon **

Head of National Communications Unit

Health Service Executive

John Magner *

Assistant National Director – Professional
Education

Health Service Executive

Norah Mason **

Assistant Nationl Directer ER

Health Service Executive

Martin McDonald

Acting National Director of HR

Health Service Executive

Matt Merrigan

National Industrial Secretary

SIPTU

Brian O’Donnell

Chief Executive Officer

National Federation of
Voluntary Bodies

Tadhg O’Brien **

Assistnat National Director, Service
Management

Health Service Executive,
Dublin North East

Phil Ní Sheaghdha

Industrial Relations Officer

INO

Deirdre Walsh

Principal Officer Health Reform Unit

Department of Health and
Children

* Resigned during 2007
** Appointed during 2007
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Health Service National Partnership Staff
Martina Canavan

Operations Manager

Based in Head Office

Jennifer Carroll

Finance

Based in Head Office

Esther-Mary D’Arcy

Facilitator

Based in HSE West

Pat Evans

Facilitator

Based in HSE South

Helen Franklin

Facilitator

Based in HSE Dublin Mid Leinster

Billy Gallagher

Facilitator

Based in HSE North West

Hannah Haastrup

Project Liaison Officer

Based in Head Office

Teresa Hanley

Facilitator

Based in Adelaide & Meath (incorporating
Nat. Children’s) Hospital

Jo Hardwick

Facilitator

Based in HSE Dublin and Northern Area

Lesley Hewson

Facilitator

Based in Beaumont Hospital

Mai Kearns McAdam

Facilitator

Based in HSE Dublin North East

Michael Kelly

Facilitator

Based in Head Office

Rosaleen Kelly

Facilitator

Based in Mater Hospital

Karen Lodge

Facilitator

Based in HSE Dublin Mid Leinster

John McAdam

Project Manager/ Facilitator

Based in Head Office

Eilish McKeown

Facilitator

Based in Dublin North East

Eamon Naughton

Facilitator

Based in Nat. Federation of Vol. Bodies

Anne Nee

Facilitator

Based in HSE South

Tess O’Donovan

Facilitator

Based in Cork University Hospital

Seosamh Ó Maolalaí

Facilitator

Based in Head Office

Marie O’Haire

Facilitator

Based in HSE South

Carol O’Reilly

Facilitator

Based in Head Office

Oliver Smith

Facilitator

Based in HSE Dublin Mid Leinster

Mary Tynan

Facilitator

Based in St. James Hospital

Larry Walsh

Director

Based in Head Office

Liz White

Facilitator

Based in HSE Dublin Mid Leinster

HSNPF Staff - The HSNPF Facilitators continued to be available as independent supports to all Partnership Fora,
Committees and local working groups in 2007. In addition, HSNPF Facilitators worked more closely together
in new Area-based Facilitator Teams, to reflect the Area-based health service structures. The main role for the
HSNPF’s Team is to work with staff, management and trade unions at local and area level to facilitate staffmanagement-trade union partnerships in Hospitals, Local Health Offices and other health agencies.
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Martina Canavan
Operations Manager
Based in Head Office

Jennifer Carroll
Finance
Based in Head Office

Teresa Hanley
Facilitator
Based in Adelaide &
Meath (inc. Nat
Children’s) Hospital

Rosaleen Kelly
Facilitator
Based in Mater Hospital

Jo Hardwick
Facilitator
Based in HSE Dublin
North East

Karen Lodge
Facilitator
Based in HSE Dublin
Mid-Leinster

Marie O’Haire
Facilitator
Based in HSE West

Esther-May D’Arcy
Facilitator
Based in HSE West

Lesely Hewson
Facilitator
Based in Beaumont
Hospital

John McAdam
Project Manager/
Facilitator
Based in Head Office

Carol O’Reilly
Facilitator
Based in Head Office

Pat Evans
Facilitator
Based in HSE South

Helen Franklin
Facilitator
Based in HSE

Mai Kearns McAdam
Facilitator
Based in HSE Dublin
North East

Eamon Naughton
Facilitator
Based in Nat. Federation
of Vol. Bodies

Oliver Smith
Facilitator
Based in HSE Dublin
Mid-Leinster
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Eilish McKeown
Facilitator
Based in HSE Dublin
North East

Anne Nee
Facilitator
Based in HSE South

Mary Tynan
Facilitator
Based in St. James’s
Hospital

Billy Gallagher
Facilitator
Based in HSE West

Michael Kelly
Facilitator
Based in Head Office

Tess O’Donovan
Facilitator
Based in Cork
University Hospital

Larry Walsh
Director
Based in Head Office

Hannah Haastrup
Project Liaison Officer
Based in Head Office

Seosamh Ó Maolalaí
Facilitator
Based in Head Office

Liz White
Facilitator
Based in HSE Dublin
Mid-Leinster
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Section 3
3.1 National Partnership Initiatives

the development of the primary care teams
and networks. The committee comprises senior

PCCC Transformation National
Partnership Working Group (NPWG)

management within the relevant NHO and PCCC
area and the relevant full time union officials

The PCCC Transformation NPWG is a sub-group of the
Health Services National Partnership Forum. Its role is
to support the implementation of PCCC Transformation

that service the area. The committee met on
three occasions and has agreed a framework for
working.
◆ Work commenced during 2007 on the integration

through partnership work. It met on five occasions in
2007. (For NPWG membership and terms of reference,

of Care Groups with Primary Care Teams and

see Appendix 1).

Social Care Networks. Trade unions were
invited to participate in the work of the national

The following are the areas in which progress was

reference group dealing with this area.

recorded during the year:

Transfer of the Nursing Home
Inspection function from HSE to
HIQA

◆ Management and trade unions signed off on
a booklet on PCCC Transformation which was
made available system-wide, through Local

A Partnership Working Group was established in 2007

Health Managers.

to progress this transfer. The INO, IMO, IMPACT, HSE

◆ Management and trade union working groups

and HIQA nominated members to the Working Group.

completed a significant body of work in

The Group met regularly during 2007, facilitated by

preparation for the establishment of Primary
Care Teams and the recruitment of staff to these
teams.

HSNPF Facilitators, and successfully dealt with many
issues around the transfer. The work of the group will
continue into 2008.

◆ Two national workshops involving (a) health
professionals and (b) nursing staff were jointly
organised. Agreement was reached on a range of
issues and the parties signed off on arrangements
for commencing a recruitment programme.

Transfer of the Community Welfare
Service from HSE to the Department
of Family and Social Affairs
Following discussions at the National Implementation

◆ A series of two-day Transformation
Implementation workshops was initiated by Local
Health Managers across all 32 LHOs, which
included LHO Partnership Committee members
and HSNPF facilitation.

Body, a Joint Liaison Group was established involving
IMPACT, SIPTU, the HSE, the DoHC and DSFA to
“…facilitate early and intensive discussions and
agreement of, where possible, all pertinent issues
arising from the Government decision of the 28th

◆ Transformation Programme 3A in HSE Dublin

February 2006”. This Joint Liaison Group is chaired by

North East was announced at the end of July

an independent consultant. The Joint Liaison Group

2007 and a Transformation 3A Partnership

had facilitation support provided by the HSNPF for

Committee was established to oversee the

several of its subgroup meetings during 2007. The

transformation 3A program. This program

work of the group will continue into 2008.

incorporated the Team Work report for the
network hospitals plus the PCCC strategy for

16
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North-South Health Service
Partnership Project

National Nursing Home Training and
Quality Initiative (NNHTQI)

This partnership involves the Departments of Health,

The National Nursing Home Training & Quality Initiative

management, staff trade unions service users and

commenced in 2007, on a pilot basis. A Project

communities. A business plan was agreed in 2006 to

Steering Committee was established, representing

support the achievement of four strategic goals:

the HSE, HIQA, trade unions and Older Persons’

◆ contribute to reducing health inequalities north
and south
◆ contribute to promoting better health outcomes
north and south
◆ contribute to collaborative partnership working
between employers, unions and service users
◆ contribute to the development and dissemination
of models of good practice
Little progress was made in implementing the agreed
business plan in 2007.

Representative Groups. For membership of Steering
Committee, see Appendix 3. Ten nursing homes were
selected (using predefined selection criteria) - six in
the private sector and four in the public sector.
The key objectives of this initiative are to improve
the level of residential care within the nursing homes
selected for the pilot (and improve the quality of life
of residents in care) and to develop a foundation from
which the pilot can be extended nationally.
The project has two strands:
◆ The delivery of a training programme for Support

National Ambulance Partnership
Forum

and Specialist staff within these nursing homes.
The training will be reinforced with clinical
assessment interventions.

The National Ambulance Partnership Forum (NAPF)
met 5 times in 2007, following the signing of the

◆ The identification, development and

Ambulance Service Partnership Agreement between

implementation of a range of other initiatives

management and unions in January 2007. The

aimed at improving the level of resident care and

Ambulance Service Partnership Agreement sets out

quality of life of residents of nursing homes

a framework for the development of partnership in
the newly-established national ambulance service.
(For full text of the Agreement, see Appendix 2). The

In 2007,
◆ over 120 Support Staff were identified as
potential training recipients

agreement builds on the partnership arrangements
that were developed as part of the former regional

◆ “Older Persons Care” competency and

ambulance system.

“Community of Practice” was established within
the existing SKILL-VEC training programme

The framework is based on the 2006 framework for
partnership in the health services - the Health Services

◆ a tender for independent project evaluation was
completed

Partnership Agreement and the Information and
Consultation Agreement between the Health Services

◆ development of a framework of potential

Management and Trade Unions.

“Quality of Life” initiatives (i.e. initiatives to be
implemented as part of this project) commenced

17
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◆ key constituent elements of Quality of Life for

the deliberations of the Forum and links were made

Older People in Care (i.e. what is meant by

with the National Nursing Home Training Initiative and

quality of life for older people within a care

the SKILLs Project. (For Forum membership list, see

setting) were determined and agreed

Appendix 6). Three projects have been prioritised by

Quality and Risk Trade Union Reference Group –

the Forum:

this group was established in October 2007 under the

◆ advocacy

auspices of HSNPF, at the invitation of the HSE’s Head

◆ training/mentoring

of Quality & Risk. It is the mechanism by which all

◆ information and data collection

health service unions input into the development and
implementation of national Quality & Risk standards,
policies and procedures. For membership list, see
Appendix 4.
Consumer Affairs Trade Union Reference Group
– the mechanism by which all health service unions
link with the HSE’s Consumer Affairs Unit in the

National Steering Group for
Community and Consumer
Involvement in Service Development
- Framework for the Involvement of
Service Users and Communities with
the HSE

ongoing roll-out of the HSE’s Customer Feedback

This project is part of the HSE’s Transformation

Policy “Your Service Your Say”. In 2007, this Group was

Programme, and is designed to:

directly consulted in the first review of the Policy. For

◆ involve consumers in the design, planning,

membership list, see Appendix 5.

delivery and evaluation of services
◆ assist and enable service providers in how

Forum for Older Persons in
Residential Care Settings

to effectively engage with consumers and
communities

In January 2007, the Forum for Older Persons in

◆ enable and empower service users and

Residential Care Settings was established by HSE
Consumer Affairs to bring together parties interested in
improving services for older people in residential care.

communities to become active health care
consumers
◆ and improve the health literacy of health care

The purpose of the Forum is:

consumers and communities.

◆ to enable older people to be active consumers of
health services

At its May 2007 meeting, in response to an invitation
from the Head of Consumer Affairs, HSE and the

◆ to offer consumer-based advice and comment

Assistant Chief Medical Officer, Department of

on older people’s health services to bodies such

Health & Children, the HSNPF nominated trade

as the Department of Health and Children, the

union representatives to a Steering Group for the

Health Service Executive, Health Information and

development and implementation of a Framework

Quality Authority and others.

for Community and Consumer Participation in the

A number of voluntary bodies and HSE representatives
were invited to work with patient/client representative
groups. HSNPF trade unions were invited to input into

18

Development of Health Services. The Steering Group
comprises representatives from the HSE, the DoH&C
and the HSNPF trade unions and the voluntary sector.
The Framework was completed in 2007.
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Informing Families of their Child’s
Disability

◆ to ensure improved outcomes for families
being told of their child’s disability, through the
implementation of best practice;

The development of evidence-based National Best
Practice Guidelines for informing families of their

◆ to provide improved support, guidance, education

child’s disability was a substantial consultation and

and training for professionals in the important

research project undertaken by the National Federation

and sensitive task of delivering this news.

of Voluntary Bodies over the past three years, and was
supported and funded by the HSNPF.
The project was initiated in response to feedback from
many parents that the news of their child’s disability
had been conveyed insensitively or in inappropriate
environments; and that their experience of being told
the news had caused additional distress at the time
of disclosure. Similarly, feedback from professionals
delivering the news indicated that they felt there was
an absence of training and clear guidance available
to support those undertaking the sensitive and
challenging task of giving a family the news that their
child has a disability.
The fundamental goals of implementing these

A Steering Committee was established representing
parents, disability service providers, the HSNPF, the
Health Service Executive, the Department of Health
and Children, the Royal College of Physicians of
Ireland, the National Federation of Voluntary Bodies
and nominees from the professional bodies and trade
unions of various disciplines involved in informing
families. The Steering Committee oversaw the
research and consultation.
The Minister for Health and Children launched the
National Best Practice Guidelines for Informing Families
of their Child’s Disability on 3rd December 2007. A
short film was produced to accompany the Guidelines
- ‘Words You Never Forget’.

Guidelines are:

L to R: Brian O’Donnell, Chief Executive, National Federation of Voluntary Bodies, Mary Harney, T.D. Minister for Health
and Children and Alison Harnett, National Federation of Voluntary Bodies.
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Working Group on the Management
of Violence and Aggression in the
Workplace

The Strategy and accompanying Action Plan will be
completed in 2008. The Integrated Wellbeing and
Welfare Strategy will be implemented throughout the
HSE.

A joint management/union working group was
established under the auspices of the National Joint

Review of the Dignity at Work Policy

Council with the objective of producing a standard
health service policy on the management of violence

A National Working Group, representative of health

and aggression in the workplace.

service employers and trade unions, was established
in February 2007 to review the Dignity at Work

A number of subgroups were formed to focus on

Policy for the health service. The review focused on

support measures, training, risk management, policy

enhancing the existing infrastructure to further support

issues and organisational response. The preliminary

the implementation of the Policy, in particular the

work of the subgroups covered employee support,

mediation process and the support contact persons.

risk management and training. The Working Group

The Working Group prepared an “Action Plan” to assist

developed a policy document which was presented to

employers with the structured roll-out of the Dignity at

the Plenary Group in September 2007 for feedback

Work Policy at local level.

and comment.
The Working Group will address issues arising from the

Integrated Wellbeing and Welfare
Strategy

operation of the Policy, including the requirement for a
‘preliminary screening’ process prior to conducting an
investigation into complaints of bullying/harassment.

A National Steering Group was established under

As part of the review of the line managers’ training

the HSE National Human Resources Directorate

programme “People Management – the Legal

representative of all stakeholders – N.H.O.,

Framework”, the revised Dignity at Work module

P.C.C.C., Population Health, Risk & Quality, Equality,
Occupational Health, Employee Assistance Programme
(E.A.P.) and Trade Unions. The HSNPF is represented
on the Group, and the trade union representatives on
the Group were nominated by the HSNPF.

places particular emphasis on early intervention and
promoting the benefits of mediation.

Policy on Workplace Disclosure
Following a request from the INO, a Working Group

A large consultation process was undertaken with

representative of all health service employers and

more than 9,000 staff receiving a questionnaire. The

unions was established in 2006 to jointly produce a

survey topics encompassed all aspects of employee

Policy on Workplace Disclosure, designed to encourage

wellbeing and welfare, including: Occupational Health,

employees to report concerns in relation to their

Employee Support, Health Promotion, Health &

workplace without fear of reprisal. The Working Group

Safety, Terms and Conditions of Employment, Family-

produced a draft Policy on Workplace Disclosure for

friendly Policies, Sick Leave Entitlements & Pensions

the Health Service, which was considered against the

& Gratuities. The next steps will be to identify themes

relevant provisions of the Health Act 2007 (Part 14:

for the strategy from the findings of the questionnaire.

Protection of Disclosures of Information) - this requires

The HSNPF funded the development and circulation of

the HSE to develop procedures to facilitate employees

the questionnaire. Presentations of the findings will be

to report matters of concern.

made to all major stakeholders.
20
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Discussions between health service employers and
trade unions are continuing, to progress the policy
and to ensure that the appropriate infrastructure is in
place to give effect to the provisions of the Act, such
as the appointment of “authorised persons” to whom
employees report protected disclosures.

HSE Values
In 2007, the HSNPF was invited to work with the HSE
in developing a set of values for the HSE. A small team
of HSNPF facilitators assisted with the design of the
HSE’s consultation process, and several partnership
committees facilitated the holding of consultative

New Partnership Information Pack

workshops for staff in their local area. A set of agreed

A new partnership information pack was produced

Board.

values was developed and presented to the HSE

during 2007 and disseminated across the health
service through partnership structures and processes.
Included in the pack were brief synopses of the Health
Services Partnership Agreement, the Protocol on
Handling Significant Change and the Health Services
Information and Consultation Agreement.

HSE Communication Strategy

Trade Unions Training Initiatives
In October 2007, two days training was provided
for the UNITE (ATGWU) union on an introduction
to partnership, listening skills and an introduction to
conflict management.        
A one day training course on conflict handling

Action 12.1 of the HSE Transformation Programme is

skills was provided to SIPTU professional branch in

to develop a Communications Strategy for the Health

December 2007. Two training courses were also

Service Executive. As part of the implementation

organised with PNA, in the South and in the West.

of this action, HSE Communications Dept sought
the support of HSNPF in organising and facilitating
workshops to gather the views of staff on how
to improve communications within the HSE.
Approximately 10 workshops for staff were held
across the HSE in late 2007, organised and facilitated
by HSNPF facilitators in collaboration with HSE
Communications Officers.

Ageing Well Network
The Ageing Well Network is a learning forum for
leaders in the ageing sector, funded by Atlantic
Philanthropies. The Network’s shared vision and focus
is the building of “an Ireland that is a great country to

SKILLs Project
The HSNPF team continued to work closely with the
national SKILLs Project team to support the initiative by
raising awareness and maximising local engagement
and participation in the programme.

Sharing the Learning – Case Studies
for Mainstreaming
In this HSNPF project, six partnership initiatives were
selected for review with a view to mainstreaming.
◆ Galway University Hospitals – Staff Meetings
◆ Clonakilty District Hospital – New Unit for People

grow old in”. The membership comprises the heads
of 50 or so organisations which, between them, have
the authority, responsibility and influence to bring
this about. At the request of the Network, HSNPF
facilitators provided facilitation for two of its events

with Dementia
◆ National Maternity Hospital – Improving
Organisational Communication
◆ Louth County Hospital – Tracking Medical
Records

during 2007.
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◆ Regina House, Kilrush – Radical Configuration of
Work Practices
◆ Louth Co Hospital and Our Lady of Lourdes
Hospital – Joint Departments of Surgery
The IPA reviewed all six during the summer and
autumn of 2007, to capture the story of the projects,
to outline their successes and to document how
they were mainstreamed. A draft report on the main
findings and recommendations was presented to the
HSNPF by the IPA at the end of 2007.

L to R: Larry Walsh, Director HSNPF, Martin McDonald and
Matt Merrigan, Joint Chairs HSNPF

Evaluating Workplace Partnership
project & Measuring and Evaluating
Guidelines & Workshops

“Partnership – Measuring and Evaluating with a view to
Learning and Sharing Information” - a set of guidelines
and tools for measuring and evaluating the delivery
through partnership of better quality health services

On 6th June 2007, Martin McDonald and Matt

– is designed to assist all partnership stakeholders to

Merrigan, HSNPF joint chairpersons, launched two

jointly measure and monitor workplace partnership

handbooks on evaluation and measurement through

activities with a view to learning and sharing

partnership.

information. It outlines the importance and benefits of:
◆ clarifying purpose and goals
◆ establishing a baseline
◆ agreeing appropriate measures and indicators
◆ selecting appropriate data collection methods,
tools and data
“Partnership - Measuring and Evaluating –
Interest Based Measurement and Evaluation –
(EWP Project)” – a set of guidelines and templates
developed through the evaluation of partnership
projects in a range of healthcare settings in Ireland and
the US – shows how the value of partnership working
can be measured. It presents some practical advice
and guidelines (based on what was learned from
the EWP Project) and is designed to help partnership
practitioners to get to grips with measuring and
evaluating partnership work.
A conference on processes for measuring the added
value of partnership work – combining presentations
on Irish and American experiences with workshops 22
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was held in Belfast in September 2007 to mark the
progress of highly successful partnerships between
trade unions and healthcare employers in New York,
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.

Changing Together Programme
Agreement was reached between HSNPF, the National
College of Ireland (NCI) and the Labour Relations
Commission (LRC) to commence a skills development

Five workshops specifically designed to enhance

programme for managers, employees and trade union

understanding of the practical application of the

representatives across all health agencies under the

tools were held during 2007. An evaluation of

auspices of HSNPF. Planning work commenced on

the workshops was conducted and a report, with

the programme, which is to be delivered through the

recommendations, is being prepared.

NCI and accredited at FETAC level 6. It is designed
to strengthen skills and build capacity in handling

Hospital of the Future Research
Project (HOTF)
This research project is jointly sponsored by the
Health Services National Partnership Forum (HSNPF)
and the National Centre for Partnership and
Performance (NCPP). It involves a national survey

organisational change. The six month, modular
programme, addresses issues of theory and practice
and includes working on real change initiatives at local
level.

HSE Achievement Awards 2007

of all acute hospitals in the HSE Hospital Networks.

The HSNPF continued its sponsorship of the HSE

The purpose of the research is to examine the role of

Achievement Awards in 2007. These awards are

workplace partnership and strategic human resource

organised by the HSE to recognise and celebrate those

management practices in improving efficiency and

who are making a difference and to inspire others

effectiveness in Irish hospitals.

to take up the challenge of developing a service that
embodies easier access, public confidence and staff

A steering group, independently chaired, with

pride.

representatives from employer, trade union,
departmental and research agencies, was established

The awards are in three categories: Better Service

and a contract to carry out the survey was awarded

Awards, Better Place to Work Awards and Quality &

through public tender. Work commenced on the

Safety Awards.

project in February 2007. The procurement and
research design aspects were completed in August and
the preliminary fieldwork in October 2007. The survey
instrument was completed and a Research Response
Co-ordinator (RCC) was nominated in each hospital.
The reporting date for completion of phase 1 of the
research is June 2008 and October 2008 for Phase 2.
The final report on findings and recommendations will
issue in 2008.

Joint Group Local Drugs Task Force
Coordinators
During 2007, HSNPF facilitators supported this working
group, made up of HSE management, Local Drugs
Task Force Co-Ordinators and IMPACT. On foot of that
process, HSE and IMPACT agreed more than 90%
of the Job Description. The remaining elements are
being negotiated directly between the parties.

contd on page 26
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Partnership
West
LHO Partnership Committees
• Donegal LHO
• Sligo/Leitrim LHO
• Mayo LHO
• Roscommon LHO
• Galway LHO
• North Tipperary/East Limerick LHO
• Clare LHO
• Limerick LHO

HSE Administrative Areas
Dublin North-East
Dublin Mid-Leinster
South
West

Hospital Partnership Committees
• Letterkenny General Hospital
• Sligo General Hospital
• Mayo General Hospital, Castlebar
• Roscommon County Hospital
• Portiuncula Hospital, Ballinasloe
• Galway University Hospitals
• Mid-Western Regional Hospital, Nenagh
• Mid-Western Regional Hospital, Ennis
• Mid-Western Regional Hospital, Limerick
• Mid-Western Regional Maternity Hospital, Limerick

Sligo/Leitrim

Mayo

Roscomm

Other Agencies
• Western Care Association, Mayo
• Ability West
• Brothers of Charity Service Limerick

Galway

South
LHO Partnership Committees
• North Lee LHO
• North Cork LHO
• Cork South Lee LHO
• Kerry LHO
• West Cork LHO
• Wexford LHO
• Waterford LHO
• Carlow/Kilkenny LHO
• South Tipperary LHO

Clare

North
East

Limerick

Cork

Hospital Partnership Committees
• Cork University Hospital
• Mercy University Hospital
• South Infirmary Victoria Hospital, Cork
• Kerry General Hospital, Tralee
• Bantry General Hospital
• Waterford Regional Hospital
• St. Luke’s General Hospital, Kilkenny
• South Tipperary General Hospital, Clonmel

Kerry
North Lee
South Lee
West Cork

Other Agencies
• Brothers of Charity, Waterford
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Committees in 2007
Dublin North East
LHO Partnership Committees
• North Dublin LHO
• North West Dublin LHO
• Dublin North Central LHO
• Louth LHO
• Meath LHO
• Cavan/Monaghan LHO

Donegal

Hospital Partnership Committees
• Mater Misericordiae University Hospital
• Beaumont Hospital
• Connolly Hospital
• Rotunda Hospital
• Children’s University Hospital, Temple Street
• Louth County Hospital, Dundalk
• Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital, Drogheda
• Our Lady’s Hospital, Navan
• Cavan General Hospital
• Monaghan General Hospital

Cavan/Monaghan
Louth

mon
Meath

Longford/Westmeath

Dublin Mid-Leinster
LHO Partnership Committees
• Dun Laoghaire LHO
• Wicklow LHO
• Dublin South City LHO
• Dublin South East LHO
• Dublin West LHO
• Dublin South West LHO
• Kildare/West Wicklow LHO
• Longford/ Westmeath LHO
• Laois/Offaly LHO

Kildare/
West Wicklow
Laois/Offaly
Wicklow

h Tipperary/
t Limerick
Kildare/
West Wicklow
Wexford

South Tipperary

Waterford

Area Partnership Fora
Three of the four Area Partnership Fora - Dublin North East,
Dublin Mid-Leinster and West - were established in 2007
and arrangements are in place to establish the fourth. These
Fora are a critical element of the new partnership structures
and arrangements, as they will be central to the future
development of partnership within their respective Areas.
•

Local Working Groups
Some 150 local partnership working groups are in place
across all sectors. For more details of the work of these
groups, see Section 4 of this Report.
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Hospital Partnership Committees
• St. Vincent’s University Hospital, Dublin
• St. Columcille’s Hospital, Loughlinstown
• National Maternity Hospital, Holles Street
• St. James’ Hospital
• AMiNCH, Tallaght
• Our Lady’s Hospital for Sick Children, Crumlin
• Naas General Hospital
• Midland Regional Hospital, Mullingar
• Midland Regional Hospital, Portlaoise
• Midland Regional Hospital, Tullamore
Other Agencies
• Irish Blood Transfusion Service
• Leopardstown Hospital, Dublin
• Daughters of Charity Service, Navan Road, Dublin
• Peamount Hospital, Co. Dublin
• Stewarts Hospital, Palmerstown
• National Rehabilitation Hospital, Rochestown Avenue
• Dublin Dental Hospital
• Sisters of Charity, Mooreabbey

contd from page 23

L to R: Larry Walsh, Director HSNPF, with overall winners of the HSE Achievement Awards; Freda Horan, Community Dietician
Manager, Dr. Karen Harrington, senior Community Dietician, Yvonne O’Brien, Community Dietician and Professor Brendan
Drumm, CEO HSE

◆ Line manager’s people management role

People Management – The Legal
Framework

◆ Communicating the Policy to patients/clients and
members of the public

The review of content of the modules of “People

◆ Monitoring awareness and implementation of the

Management – The Legal Framework” continued in

Policy

2007. Changes were agreed, for incorporation into
training materials. HSNPF facilitators and Partnership

A Trust in Care pamphlet was also produced,

Committees continued to support the roll-out of this

containing some key provisions of the policy from

framework at local level in 2007.

an employee’s perspective. The pamphlet is for
distribution to staff at briefing sessions and induction.

Trust in Care Policy
An Implementation Plan was issued in 2007, to assist
in the consistent rollout of the Trust in Care Policy at
local level. The Plan sets out a checklist of measures:
◆ Communicating the Policy to staff
◆ Recruitment and Selection
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Partnership Committees & HSNPF facilitators continued
to be involved in the roll-out of this Policy at local level
in 2007.

Section 4
4.1 Local Workplace Partnership
		 Activities

Better Working Environment
◆ Roll-out, implementation and review of
Dignity at Work policy

		 During 2007, the HSNPF supported local Partnership Committees and working groups on a

◆ Improving Working Lives

wide range of projects and initiatives. The HSNPF

◆ Staff wellbeing

provided 3900,000 by way of support for thirtyfour partnership projects in 2007. However, the

◆ Local access to Employee Welfare services

vast majority of projects did not require funding

◆ Encouraging participation in SKILL project

from the HSNPF. (For details of local projects sup-

◆ Improved canteen opening hours

ported by the HSNPF in 2007, see Appendix 6).

◆ Improved staff recreation room

		 Project activity was somewhat slower in 2007

◆ Health promotion

than it was in 2006 (435 in 2007, 642 in 2006).
However, the number of people involved in

◆ Staff health and safety

strategic planning and development increased by

◆ Stress management training

41%, and those engaged in projects specifically

◆ “Dealing with Grief at Work” initiatives

designed to benefit patients and clients increased
by 21%.

◆ Employee handbook

		 The following are just some of the joint staff/
management/union activities undertaken by local

Better Value for Money

partnership committees and groups and sup-

◆ Waste management

ported by HSNPF facilitators in 2007:

◆ Collection point (Supplies Department)

Better Services for Patients and Clients

◆ Efficiencies in patient processes

◆ Extended opening hours in health centres

◆ Joint approach to contracting out

◆ Diversity awareness-raising
Better Management/Staff/Trade Union

◆ Transfer of services into the community

Relationships

◆ Better integration of community and acute
hospital services

◆ Improving partnership/IR interface
◆ Separation of Roles

◆ Support service development

◆ Joint review of job descriptions

◆ Improved links between partnership and
accreditation

◆ Revised patient processing work practices

◆ Infection control initiatives

◆ Partnership in Action Awards

◆ Security awareness-raising

◆ Supporting Performance Verification
process

◆ Car parking

◆ Joint roll-out of PCCC reforms

◆ Equipping children’s play area

◆ Joint approach to managing attendance

◆ Roll-out of Trust in Care policy

◆ HR strategy development
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Information, Communication and

Research, Measurement and Evaluation

Consultation

◆ Staff Workplace Needs Survey

◆ Briefing sessions on Information and
Consultation Agreement and Health
Service Partnership Agreement

◆ Independent Staffing Review
◆ Staff Survey

◆ Partnership awareness-raising sessions and
induction modules
◆ Hospital Newsletter
◆ Briefings on “Your Service, Your Say”
◆ Briefings on PCCC Reform
◆ New Partnership Information Pack
◆ Superannuation Information Leaflet
◆ Hospital Information Leaflet
◆ Internal communication policy
◆ External communication policy and website
◆ IT-based information tracking device

Training, Learning and Development
◆ Partnership training
◆ Negotiation skills
◆ Joint problem solving
◆ Interest-Based Bargaining
◆ Service planning
◆ Team building
◆ Team-Based Performance Management
◆ People Management – the Legal
Framework
◆ 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
◆ Computer Skills
◆ Plain English
◆ Customer Care
◆ Presentation skills
◆ Communication skills
◆ Grievance & Disciplinary Procedures
28

◆ Review of effectiveness of partnership
committees
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4.2 Showcase Projects
a) Sligo General Hospital Support
Services
In late 2004, a partnership-facilitated local working
group was formed for staff working in the Support
Services at Sligo General Hospital (SGH). This
group consists of management and trade union
representatives from support services such as

The Banding System and the development of the
Porter services at SGH were addressed through an
intensive 3-day facilitated partnership. The management
team was led by the personnel manager and the shop
stewards by the SIPTU trade union official. A proposal
was then presented to porters who voted in favour of
the changes. Key outcomes included:

portering, catering, housekeeping, health care

◆ Development of new Theatre Operative posts

assistance and waste management. Partnership

◆ Creation of a new ‘multi task bleep response

working and joint problem solving training was
provided to the group, and joint chairs and secretaries
were appointed by the respective parties.

unit’
◆ Promotional structure for portering service
◆ Review of annual leave and the development of
a structured annual leave protocol

A comprehensive agenda of work was identified which
was underpinned by the need to recognise the value
of staff working in support services within the hospital,
by incorporating and implementing the core values
of the “Respecting the Role” document. All agenda
items were progressed through facilitated partnership
meetings and sub-group activities.

The facilitated group resolved a number of issues
arising from the Infection Control Audit. These included
the effective management of waste within the hospital,
the division of duties between staff groups, the
inclusion of support services staff in ward/department

Achievement Awards 2007 HSE West - Award winners from Waste Management Partnership Initiative
Back row: Martin McDonald, Matt Hogan, Enda Healy, Brian Feeney, Larry Walsh
Front row: Grainne Mc Cann, John Mc Art, Joe Casey
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b) Tallaght Hospital (AMNCH)
Communications Award 2007

meetings. The outcome of some of these activities
has resulted in the Hospital’s waste management
system being cited as a model of best practice in the
accreditation process, and the winning of HSE West

One of the highlights for the AMNCH partnership

2007 Achievement Award.

committee in 2007 was when the hospital’s
Communications Department won the National Public

Staff workplace issues included the provision of

Relations Institute of Ireland Excellence Award 2007 for

changing areas and representation on various

the hospital’s Internal Communications Strategy, which

committees. Enhanced communication and

was launched in 2007. The winners were announced

attendance management were also addressed by the

at the Public Relations showcase event in the Mansion

group. There are now trade union representatives on

House on 21st July. The award demonstrates that

the Quality Circle Committee, the Senior Management

the AMNCH Internal Communications Strategy is

Group and Accreditation groups. Attendance

recognised as one of the best in the country.

management poses challenges for both management
and staff - a number of measures to support work

The strategy was developed in response to staff

attendance were agreed by the group and have been

feedback, supplied through the Communications Audit

implemented. The absenteeism rate, whilst still above

which was funded by the HSNPF and the HR Great

the national benchmark and hospital average, showed

Place to Work Survey.

an improvement in 2007.

The strategy has put in place methods by which

A key action in 2007 was the completion of an

staff can communicate their messages to senior

external evaluation on the work of the group. The

management - these include the Q and A forum, staff

evaluation process included a review of the Local

briefings, managers’ forum and CEO access days.

Working Group’s (LGW) activities, interviews with

The electronic Q and A forum enables staff to highlight

key stakeholders and a survey of all staff working in

issues they want addressed by management. This

Support Services. The evaluation report highlighted

has been a valuable tool for providing management

the fact that this LWG had effectively tackled ‘issues

with staff views on issues and helping management to

of real significance, including IR-type issues, grading

understand what information is required. There is also

and quality improvements / change issues’. A key

a section for staff to highlight issues under partnership.

encouragement for the LWG came from staff who
endorsed the work of the LWG and advocated that

The staff briefings, managers’ forum and CEO access

it continue. Additionally, a significant percentage of
staff indicated their willingness to become involved in
Partnership sub-committees. The LWG held briefing

days are evaluated through feedback forms filled in at
each event. This allows the hospital to continuously
improve communication. This feedback is circulated to

sessions for staff in support services on the report.

management after each session.

This short article provides a flavour of the many

The National award is a great honour for the hospital

workplace issues that have been addressed, through

and its staff and shows that partnership can play an

real engagement, resulting in better outcomes for

active role in supporting improvements for all in the

patients, and improved work experiences for staff.

workplace.
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Brendan Fagan, Joint Chair of Partnership in the Hospital; Alan Gillis, Chairman of the Hospital Board; Laoise O’Murchú,
Communications and Public Relations Manager, AMNCH; Michael Lyons, Chief Executive of AMNCH and Larry Walsh, Director
of the Health Services National Partnership Forum.
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Section 5
Financial Statements 2007
HEALTH SERVICES NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FORUM
Non – Capital Income and Expenditure Account for the year ended 31 December 2007
2007

2006

E

E

Income
Health Service Executive Grants
Action Plan for People Management
Deposit Interest

4,252,014

3,300,000

250,000

200,000

10

-

185

1

Superannuation Deductions

147,359

137,154

Transfer to Capital I&E Account

(9,222)

(6,236)

4,640,346

3,630,919

Grants to Partnership Committees

905,804

883,219

National Projects

487,210

159,333

Action Plan for People Management

250,000

356,781

Salaries

2,277,689

1,998,977

Training

47,398

23,817

202,947

185,433

Printing, Stationery & Advertising

92,699

112,726

Library & IT support

27,501

26,898

Monitoring & Evaluation of Partnership

33,690

24,399

Postage & Telephone

31,637

32,045

Rent & Insurance

92,812

93,227

Consultancy Fees

82,563

36,664

Conferences

37,161

48,864

Audit Fee

12,705

12,100

Accountancy Fees

28,937

38,807

272

315

Other income

Expenditure

Recruitment

7,146

Travel, Subsistence & Meals

Bank Interest & Charges
Sundries

6,261

3,973

4,617,286

4,044,724

(Deficit) / Surplus for the year

23,060

(413,805)

Balance at 1 January

19,668

433,473

Balance at 31 December

42,728

19,668
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HEALTH SERVICES NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FORUM
Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2007

Notes

2007

2006

€

€

Fixed Assets
1

31,895

47,456

Debtors

2

94,485

242,532

Cash at bank and in hand

3

360,197

238,585

454,682

481,117

(411,954)

(461,449)

(411,954)

(461,449)

Net Current Assets

42,728

19,668

Total Assets Less Current Liabilities

74,623

67,124

42,728

19,668

-

-

31,895

47,456

74,623

67,124

Tangible assets
Current Assets

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
4

Creditors
Total Current Liabilities

Financed By
(Deficit) / Surplus on Non Capital Income & Expenditure Account
Surplus on Capital Income & Expenditure Account
5

Capitalisation Account
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Appendix 1 – PCCC Transformation
National Partnership Working Group

Defined Local
Populat ion

Multidisciplinar y
Teams

Person
Centred

PCCC

Integrated
Services

Tadhg O’Brien – HSE
Joint Chair

Matt Merrigan – SIPTU
Joint Chair

John Bulfin – HSE

Kevin Callinan – IMPACT

Pat Donnelly – HSE

Terry Casey – MLSA

Berno Kiberd – HSE

David Hughes – INO

Anna Marie Lanigan – HSE

Des Kavanagh – PNA

Laverne McGuinness – HSE

Finbarr Murphy – IMO

Sheila Marshall – HSE

Louise O’Reilly – SIPTU

Frank Murray – HSE

Larry Walsh – HSNPF

Liam O’Callaghan – HSE

John McAdam – HSNPF

Brian O Donnell – CEO NFVB
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Terms of Reference:

◆ The Protocol on Handling Significant Change
through Partnership.

Reporting to HSNPF, the role of the HSNPF PCCC
NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP WORKING-GROUP is to

◆ The Health Services Agreement on Information
and Consultation

support and facilitate the partnership processes
associated with the implementation of the PCCC
Reform Programme and the Primary Care Strategy
“Primary Care: A New Direction”, in a manner that
is in keeping with the mission, vision and values of

◆ HSE policy on managing change.
Consistent with this approach, both parties agree:
1.

a reformed PCCC service that is person centred,

HSNPF, as set out in the Health Services Partnership

integrated and team based.

Agreement of May 2006, incorporating the Protocol on
Handling Significant Change, in accordance with the

To work together to achieve the shared vision of

2.

That the partnership approach has a key role

terms agreed in “Towards 2016” and with particular

to play in bringing about this vision, with a

reference to points 30.1 and 30.3 of that agreement.

sustainable, high quality outcome, based in the

In pursuance of this role, the sub-group will fully

needs and interests of the public, all service

engage as part of the reform structure and process;

users, and also meeting the needs and interests

will input views and will receive regular briefings

of management, staff and unions in a manner

on PCCC reform and Primary Care activities and

that is transformational and robust and is fair

associated strategic and operational plans, with a view

and equitable to all parties.

to influencing, monitoring, supporting and enabling the

3.

There is recognition of the urgency involved and

successful implementation of change in these areas.

a commitment to the speedy implementation

The approach to change will be collaborative, involving

of change.

unions and the HSE working together in partnership

4.

Positive and proactive leadership is required,

to engage with the stakeholders and to implement

separately and jointly, from management and

workable solutions.

trade unions in order to bring about a timely

Joint declaration on adopting
a shared approach to the
implementation of PCCC Reform

and successful outcome.
5.

The PCCC Reform National Partnership Working
Group will deal with over-arching and enabling
aspects of the PCCC reform programme.

Management and unions are agreed that a joint

Operational aspects (to be elaborated), will be

approach to the implementation of the PCCC reform

handled by operational groups, appropriately

programme is appropriate and consistent with:

designed, resourced and tasked to expedite

Best practice change management in a unionised

aspects of the change programme in

environment.

consultation with local partnership groups.

◆ The National Health Strategy - Q&F

6.

If required, a “clearing-house” arrangement
will be put in place, involving day-to-day

◆ The terms of Towards 2016

exchanges between management and union

◆ The Health Services Partnership Agreement.

representatives, to resolve bottlenecks and

◆ The formally agreed Statement of Common

expedite change.

Interests.
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7.

The provisions of existing partnership and
industrial relations agreements will be applied
and will be fast-tracked, as required, under
these agreements to maintain appropriate pace
in the implementation of change.

8.

Both parties acknowledge that there will be
a considerable resource requirement for the
successful implementation of this change
programme.

9.

There is a need to engage fully with a wide
range of individuals and groups across the
system. This engagement process will be
facilitated through the appropriate trade union
organisations.

10. This programme is far more than an exercise in
communication and consultation. It is a major
partnership initiative involving a commitment
to work together to constructively address and
resolve operational issues, leading to the rapid
implementation of change on an agreed basis.
Partnership provides a positive space in which
managers and trade unions can safely tease out
their various perspectives on the issues they
confront.
11. Partnership structures will be utilised where
they exist. Where appropriate structures are
not in place, or are not operating effectively,
direct management union engagement will be
facilitated.
12. A simple, direct and transparent approach
will be taken in all aspects of carrying out the
business and in communicating across the
systems.
13. The partnership approach underpinning this
initiative has the support and backing of senior
management and union officials across all of
the agencies involved.
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Appendix 2 – National Ambulance Partnership
Agreement
Ambulance Service Partnership
Agreement January 2007

◆ Engaging with each other at different
levels of the service in a co-operative and
non-adversarial way on issues of mutual

1. Introduction

concern;

1.1 This agreement sets out a framework for the

◆ Having regular and comprehensive

development of partnership in the newly

information and consultation and for

established national ambulance service.

involving staff and their representatives

The agreement builds on the partnership

at an early stage in policy, planning and

arrangements that were developed as part

decision making;

of the former regional ambulance system.
The agreement describes the objectives that

◆ Working together to bring about

management and trade unions hope to achieve

organisational change and improvement in

through partnership; the structures that will be

a proactive manner, based on the interests

developed at national, regional and local levels;

and needs of all stakeholders

how partnership bodies will operate; the issues

◆ Raising and resolving problems and

that can be handled through partnership; how

difficulties that affect the parties and/or

partnership relates to management decision-

service users.

making and industrial relations; and how
differences that arise in partnership bodies will be

2.2 The partnership structures and processes are
not intended to compromise or undermine

resolved.

in any way the responsibility of managers to

1.2 The framework is based on 2006 framework for

decide or determine issues that are clearly

partnership in the health services titled The Health

their responsibility. It is not intended either that

Services Partnership Agreement. This agreement

partnership should interfere in any way with the

incorporates The Protocol on Handling Significant

responsibility of trade unions to use the industrial

Change through Partnership and the Statement

relations machinery to represent their members.

of Common Interests. The framework also takes

Instead, partnership is designed to enhance

account of the provisions of 2006 Information

management decision-making and the industrial

and Consultation Agreement between the Health

relations system by providing structures and

Services Management and Trade Unions.

processes of a co-operative and non-adversarial

2. Purpose of Partnership

kind through which greater understanding can

2.1 The key purpose of partnership is to achieve

be achieved. It is considered that the partnership

the highest quality service and care for service

process will not work effectively in the absence

users and to achieve the highest quality working

of good management and industrial relations

arrangements for staff. This will require high levels

systems and practices.

of communication, mutual understanding and
problem solving on the parts of management
and trade unions. The partnership structures and

3. How Partnership Works
3.1 The partnership process provides a neutral
ground on which managers, staff and their

processes set out in this framework have been

representatives can meet to tease out their

designed to provide management, staff and trade

various perspectives on issues facing them with

unions with effective ways for:
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a view, where possible, to reaching consensus

agree upon a single course of action and each

on what should be done and, where consensus

group member can say that their point of view

is not possible, to agree on some other process

has been understood and they understand

through which agreement on the issues might be

others’ points of view and they support the

achieved.

decision even though it may not be their first

3.2 For partnership to work effectively it requires from

choice because it was reached fairly and openly

management, staff and union representatives

and is the best solution at this time. When

a high level of openness with information,

a group cannot reach consensus it needs to

a willingness to listen to and to understand

discuss what other process might be used to

different perspectives on an issue, and a

advance the matter, such as referring it back

willingness to search for the best solutions based

to the group that put the issue on the agenda,

on accurate information. Where differences or

referring it into the industrial relations system etc.

conflicts arise it requires the use of constructive

Active listening: to reach consensus partnership

approaches to the search for solutions that satisfy

group members need to understand each other

the interests of all parties.

clearly and this means listening and asking
questions to be sure that they fully understand

3.3 Processes that are used in partnership include

the points of view of all group members. This

the following:

is often called ‘active listening’. Active listening

Group facilitation: the Health Services National

is supported by ground rules relating to treating

Partnership Forum provides facilitation, training

each other’s ideas with respect, not interrupting

and other support services. Facilitators are

etc.

independent of management and unions and
are skilled in helping groups to work together

Identifying interests: interests are the real

effectively.

concerns and needs that influence the positions
or points of view that management, staff and

Ground rules: partnership bodies usually agree

unions take up. Partnership can be seen as an

on how they want to behave during meetings.

‘interests based’ process in that for it to work

Typical ground rules relate to listening carefully,

the parties need to be able to surface their real

treating each other with respect, not making
personal attacks, not interrupting someone who
is talking etc.

concerns and needs openly rather than putting
forward positions of an exaggerated type as is
commonly done in traditional industrial relations

Joint agenda setting: for partnership to work

negotiation.

effectively it needs to be addressing the concerns
of management, staff and so that it can deliver

Joint problem solving: instead of having a
continuous discussion until consensus is reached

‘win-win’ or ‘mutual gains’ outcomes. Everyone
can have an input to the agenda and sometimes
partnership bodies canvass the wider staff and

partnership bodies sometimes use joint problem
solving. The most common model of joint
problem solving is called ‘the six steps’ and it

management for agenda items.

involves: 1) defining a problem, 2) gathering

Consensus decision-making: partnership bodies

information and analysing it, 3) generating

do not vote. They decide through consensus.

different possible solutions based on the

A group reaches consensus when all members

information, 4) deciding on the best solution,
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◆ Changes and issues arising from national

5) implementing the solution, and 6) reviewing
the solution to see if it worked or not. Joint

agreements such as national programmes

problem solving is useful when the issue is

and benchmarking reports;

complex and there is no obvious answer.

◆ Developing effective human resource

Interest- based bargaining or problem solving:

policies and practices in areas such as

this is a form of joint problem solving in which

recruitment and selection, induction,

the parties tackle an issue on the basis of

training and development, anti-bullying

interests rather than positions. In other words,

policies, gender equality policies,

instead of coming to the table with a solution

family friendly working arrangements,

in mind – as happens in traditional industrial

health awareness and testing practices,

relations negotiation – the parties come to the

performance management systems etc.;

table early on to tackle a problem. They identify
their interests around that problem and then try

◆ The Policy Framework for Public Private

to come up with a solution that will satisfy these

Partnerships (section 4.22 of Sustaining

interests, thus achieving a ‘win-win’ or ‘mutual

Progress) & agreements between the

gains’ outcome.

Social Partners;
◆ Improving employee career paths

4. Issues for Partnership
4.1

to reward employees and increase

Any party can raise an issue for discussion

motivation;

through partnership but there needs to be a
consensus within a partnership body that it

◆ Improving the conduct of industrial

will work on issues raised. Issues that are not

relations including the operation of

deemed appropriate for partnership include

grievance and disciplinary procedures and

issues that are handled through the national

negotiation arrangements, separate and

or local industrial relations procedures such as

joint management and union training, so

claims relating to pay and promotions, individual

as to reduce conflict, improve relationships

grievances and issues for which there is an

and create a climate conducive to

established procedure already in place, e.g.

organisational change;

bullying and harassment.
◆ Involving employees in the development

4.2 Although it is not possible to define precisely

of service plans and strategies;

what constitutes an appropriate partnership issue,
typical issues that have already been handled

◆ Addressing issues relating to the job

through partnership are listed below:

security of employees;

◆ Changes in work organisation and

◆ Introducing new organisation structures;

structures;
◆ Introducing performance management
◆ Problems relating to service delivery and

systems;

organisational performance;
◆ Issues relating to the quality of working life
of employees;
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◆ Developing agreed ways of introducing

relations affects the partnership process. For

organisational changes and addressing

example, where an issue or part of an issue is

the skills needs of those involved in the

moved from partnership into industrial relations

change process;

it will be important for the partnership body to
be kept informed of progress and to be informed

◆ Introducing value for money initiatives;

when matters have been brought to finality.

◆ Developing and implementing

5.3 Where a major industrial relations issue is

performance indicators;

affecting relationships generally within the
workplace it is likely to also affect relationships

◆ Ensuring that all health and safety

within the partnership committee. In such a

requirements are in place;

case it will also be helpful for the partnership
committee to be kept informed of progress and

◆ Assisting effective communications;

to be informed when matters have been brought

◆ Improving the physical accommodation

to finality.

available to staff and service users.

6. Handling Conflicts that Arise in
Partnership

This list is for illustration purposes and is not
intended to be exhaustive.

6.1 Inevitably there will be differences and conflicts

5. Partnership and Industrial
Relations

from time to time within partnership bodies.

5.1 The partnership and industrial relations systems

to resolving differences and conflicts in a

Management and unions commit themselves

are not intended to be mutually exclusive ways

constructive manner. They agree not to withdraw

of handling of issues of concern to management,

from partnership as a method of protest or as a

staff and unions. Issues that arise in the first

means of putting the other party under pressure.

instance in the industrial relations system may,

They agree to make every effort to seek a timely

by agreement between the parties, be referred

and workable solution at local level and to

to a partnership body for further discussion and/

continue meetings of the partnership committee

or decision-making. Issues that arise in the first

without interruption.

instance in a partnership body may also be
referred by agreement between the parties to
the industrial relations system for negotiation
and agreement. What is important is that there
should be open discussion leading to agreement
as to the most appropriate or effective ways of

6.2 The parties agree that where
an issue being handled through
partnership runs into difficulties
the following steps should be
followed:
The parties will set aside time for a special

handling issues.

discussion of the issue in question and will adopt

5.2 As stated above, it is not intended that

a process that allows for a constructive discussion

partnership should interfere with the rights of

based on evidence and facts and that that allows

the parties to pursue matters through agreed

all points of view to be expressed and to be

industrial relations procedures at national or

listened to properly without personal attacks

local levels. There are times, however, when
how issues are being handled through industrial
40
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◆ The services of the local partnership

service and not on local issues except in so

facilitator should be availed of to explore

far as these may have wider implications;

how the situation might be unblocked;

◆ The Forum will be responsible for ensuring

◆ Should the issue remain unresolved it

that partnership is developed across the

should be referred to the most senior

ambulance service as provided for in this

management/union group that is available.

agreement;

This group may decide on a mechanism to

◆ Administrative and support services,

progress the matter such as appointing a

including the taking and circulation of

third party facilitator or referring the matter

minutes and the issuing of notices and

to the industrial relations process or to the

documents, will be provided by the Office

HSNPF.

7.

Partnership Structures

7.1

There will be partnership structures at three

of the Director of the Ambulance Service;
◆ Members of the Forum may table items
for discussion through the joint chairs who

levels within the ambulance service: at national,

will be responsible for deciding what the

regional and local levels.
7.2

agenda should be;

Partnership at National Level

◆ Where a significant or new issue is being

7.2.1 At national level there will be a body titled The

raised the party raising it should, if possible,

National Ambulance Service Partnership Forum

give adequate notice in the form of a

(NASPF). This forum will comprise of equal

written memorandum;

numbers of management and trade union

◆ All important decisions will be made on a

nominees. The parties will strive to ensure that

consensus basis;

this group is as representative as possible of
management, staff and trade unions across the

◆ Where significant differences arise the

service.

parties will adopt a process that allows for a

7.2.2 The working arrangements for the NASPF will be

constructive discussion based on evidence

as follows:

and facts and that that allows all points of
view to be expressed and to be listened

◆ There will be twelve members, six from
management and six from the trade

to properly without personal attacks taking

unions;

place;
◆ When a party wants an item to be regarded

◆ There will be joint chairs who will
be nominated by the Director of the

as confidential this will be respected by the

Ambulance Service and trade unions;

other members of the Forum but in the
main the meetings will not be considered

◆ The Forum will meet each two months or

confidential;

when requested to do so by the joint chairs;
◆ A quorum shall be at least four members,
◆ The Forum will concentrate on strategic

two each from management and trade

or significant issues affecting the entire

unions;
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all meetings and no substitutes will be

8. Training and Development and
Resources

allowed;

8.1 It is recognised that for partnership to be

◆ Members should commit to attending

effective there will be a need to provide time

◆ The parties may, by agreement, co-opt

off and training for those managers, trade union

additional members;

representatives and members of staff who will
be taking part directly in partnership bodies. It

◆ At the end of each meeting the joint
chairs will summarise decisions made

is also recognised that it will be necessary to

and actions to follow, including who is

have a high level of awareness of the purpose

responsible for the actions;

of partnership and how it operates among
management and staff generally across the

7.3 Partnership at Regional Level

ambulance service.

7.3.1 There will be four regional partnership forums,

8.2 It is also recognised that having facilitation from

one each for the four new HSE regions.

outside the partnership bodies can be of major

These groups will operate within the terms of
reference set out in this agreement. The detailed
arrangements for the working of these groups will
be agreed by the NASPF at a later date.

benefit to the development of partnership
bodies, especially in the early stages and when
these bodies are striving to handle complex
and significant issues and when differences and
conflicts are likely to arise. This need will be met

7.4 Partnership at Local Level

through the Health Services National Partnership

There will be local partnership bodies based on

Forum.

the former health board areas, i.e. North West,
West, Mid West, South, South East, Midlands,

9. Review of Agreement

North East and East. These groups will operate

The parties will review the effectiveness of this

within the terms of reference set out in this

agreement and the development of partnership

agreement. At a later date, these bodies will
nominate members to the regional bodies along
lines to be agreed later.

in the ambulance service not later than 18
months after the signing of this agreement.

Signed on behalf of management and trade unions by the Joint Chairs, Frank McClintock and Matt Merrigan.
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Appendix 3 – National Nursing Home Training and
Quality Initiative Steering Committee
Jim Breslin

HSE (PCCC)

Matt Merrigan

SIPTU

Larry Walsh

HSNPF

Mary Culliton

HSE (Consumer Affairs & Older Persons Forum)

Anne Harris

HSE (Consumer Affairs & Older Persons Forum)

Noel Mulvihill

HSE (LHM North Central Dublin)

Jane Carolan

HSE (Older Persons Services)

Sheila O’Malley

HSE (Nursing PDU)

Mary Power

INO

Tadhg Daly

Nursing Homes Ireland

Ann Ryan

HIQA

Bob Carroll

National Council for Aging and Older People & Older Persons Forum

Bernie McNally

Department of Health & Children

Eamon Timmons

Age Action
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Appendix 4 - Quality and Risk Trade Union Reference
Group
Trade Union

Name

INO

Liz Curran

IMO

Michelle O’Sullivan

IHCA

Donal Duffy

IMPACT

Robbie Ryan

UCATT

Ted Duff

ATGWU

Walter Cullen

MLSA

John Kane

SIPTU

Kevin Figgis

PNA

Declan Breen
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Appendix 5 - Consumer Affairs Trade Union
Reference Group
Trade Union

Name

INO

Phil O’Shea

IMO

Fintan Hourihan

IHCA

Donal Duffy

IMPACT

Robbie Ryan

MLSA

John Kane

SIPTU

Ray O’Reilly

PNA

Seamus Murphy
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Appendix 6 – Local Projects 2007
Local Partnership Projects (all agencies) 2007

PROJECT CATEGORY

Broad category
heading
(showing main groups
that project benefits)

Number of
projects/
Working
Group

Number of people
directly involved in
the Working Group/
Project

Anti-racism

Benefit Staff & Client

2

38

Building/Grounds Improvements

Benefit Staff & Client

7

166

Health & Safety

Benefit Staff & Client

1

4

Recruitment/retention

Benefit Staff & Client

2

10

Security

Benefit Staff & Client

2

22

Service Planning

Benefit Staff & Client

1

14

North/South Ethnic Catering

Benefit Staff & Client

Non-Smoking Policies

Benefit Staff & Client

2

17

PDPs Portfolio

Benefit Staff & Client

3

18

Traffic Management

Benefit Staff & Client

Car Parking

Benefit Staff & Client

8

65

Lab Med LWG

Benefit Staff & Client

1

10

Other

Benefit Staff & Client

6

60

34

424

Sub total
Communication Internal

Communications

41

389

Communication External

Communications

2

21

Communication Internal & External

Communications

1

12

Staff acknowledgement

Communications

5

29

Other

Communications
49

451

Sub total
Anti-bullying

Benefit Staff

15

177

Crèche/Childcare Facilities

Benefit Staff

1

6

Employee Benefits

Benefit Staff

2

15

Occupational Health

Benefit Staff

4

31

Staff Recreational Facilities

Benefit Staff

10

53

Staff Satisfaction

Benefit Staff

8

134

Staff Workplace Environment

Benefit Staff

10

170

Legacy

Benefit Staff

Staff Rep. Facilities

Benefit Staff

2

8

Grievance Policy and Training

Benefit Staff

3

9

Work/Life Balance

Benefit Staff

6

30

Other

Benefit Staff

12

98

73

731

Sub total
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OPD work changes

Benefit Client

Patient/client surveys

Benefit Client

3

14

Service Improvement

Benefit Client

15

462

Service Development

Benefit Client

9

219

Staff Handbook

Benefit Client

5

32

Quality of Service

Benefit Client

5

34

Patient Waiting Area Environment

Benefit Client

1

14

Reduced Patient Length of Stay

Benefit Client

2

75

Medical Records/OPD

Benefit Client

7

73

Other

Benefit Client
47

923

Sub total
Work Organisation

New Ways of Working

9

61

Service Re-organisation

New Ways of Working

6

94

Rosters

New Ways of Working

7

57

Teambuilding

New Ways of Working

23

112

Flexible Working

New Ways of Working

6

46

Joint Problem Solving

New Ways of Working

16

168

Teleworking

New Ways of Working

1

4

Attendance

New Ways of Working

8

101

Waste Management

New Ways of Working

1

4

Operational

New Ways of Working

1

4

Other

New Ways of Working
78

651

Sub total
Training and Education

Training, Development
& Educ.

10

90

Second Chance Key Skills

Training, Development
& Educ.

1

8

Evaluation & development

Training, Development
& Educ.

2

15

Induction Programmes

Training, Development
& Educ.

7

355

Other

Training, Development
& Educ.

3

50

23

518

Sub total
Mainstreaming Partnership

Strat. Dev/Planning

17

630

Development of Policies

Strat. Dev/Planning

5

54

Attendance Management Policy

Strat. Dev/Planning

10

99
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Planning for the future

Strat. Dev/Planning

1

12

Strategic planning

Strat. Dev/Planning

Managing Change

Strat. Dev/Planning

8

147

Sustaining Progress

Strat. Dev/Planning

8

56

Major Staff Group/Post Dispute

Strat. Dev/Planning

Staff Relations

Strat. Dev/Planning

3

20

Corporate Strategy

Strat. Dev/Planning

1

15

HR

Strat. Dev/Planning

28

156

VFM

Strat. Dev/Planning

1

6

Policies and Procedures

Strat. Dev/Planning

7

31

Finance

Strat. Dev/Planning

2

11

Other

Strat. Dev/Planning

6

46

97

1283

Total 2007

401

4981

Total 2006

642

7733

Total 2005

536

5255

Total 2004

792

8773

Total 2003

397

4120

Sub total
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